
Idakilu
	

	As we may remember, Idakilu is a giant mud-god of a catfish that exists in the golden ice-cream city of Zard.  Hedgegrove makes a point that despite being a fish, Idakilu is a mud-god and not a water god, even though most Idakilu stories take place around water:

			Idakilu was born during the early stages of the eternal
			battle between the sky-hen Nuzilu and the Shadow-Duck
			Etusurzu when the world was a mass of mud.  Into this
			mud spilled the feathers and blood of the two eternal
			fowl, and from them sprouted the great catfish Idakilu.
			Idakilu swam through the soft mud, scooping out rivers
			and oceans and spitting up the excess mud to form
			mountains and continents.  Though born of the eternal
			conflict, Idakilu has stayed away from her two parents 
			and instead enjoys a calm life, sculpting the earth well
			into present day.

	Except that we already know that Idakilu, the peaceful Earth-forming mudfish, was responsible for the release of disappointment and failure into the world when she broke through into Hell.  So that's a strike against her for the final apocalyptic battle of Aksudi.
	Right, So according to Hedgegrove every deity and being ever conceived by mankind and held in the walls of Zard has some kind of numerical value attached to them: positive is good, negative is bad.  All of these numerical values are going to be added up on the Last Day of Aksudi, when the Sky Hen Nuzilu and the Shadow Duck Etusurzu are going to face off in some kind of chess match or moneyball or something, and basically the final sum of all good or evil is going to decide whether all of existence was a good thing or a  bad thing.  If it ends up being a good thing then everything and everyone that ever was can move into a paradise world, but if it's a bad thing then the universe restarts and we all try again but hopefully do better this time.  But that doesn't really have to do with Idakilu of the Mud Seas.  Except to say that Idakilu is pretty much a neutral zero, for every good deed she does she does something bad.
	For example, Idakilu creates life-giving rivers and streams, she takes water from the mountains and lets it flow down to nurture us.  But she's also responsible for making all of the seas saltwater, though that's not really her fault.

			One day as Idakilu was carving out the great oceans
			of the world, she felt a rumbling in her belly.  Idakilu
			was pregnant!  She gave birth to five children, each a
			guardian of their own ocean: Yakikan, the greedy Octopus
			giant of the Pacific; Scadsild the red herring of illusion who
			guards the Atlantic; Kujirasang the Whale Shark who
			creates tsunamis with a blinking of its eye pushes the best
			of the tuna to the top of the ocean with an exhale of breath
			is the guardian of the Indian Ocean; Mekhsal the fur seal
			who brings warmth to the Southern Ocean and leads ships;
			and Bagu-Plansh the smallest Banded Gunnel guardian of 
			the Arctic Ocean who pushes the icebergs and moves the ice-
			floes for the creatures of the north.  However it is said that
			there was a sixth child of Idakilu, Qanalb the Mother-Jelly who
			saw over the Underworld Ocean of Larlarki.

	So the story goes that Qanalb is trapped in the Hell-Ocean (which in other stories is a pond and in other stories is a cave so... take your pick, I guess?) but she's able to send out little jellyfish into the world who will come back to her with news.  The trapping of Idakilu's daughter in Larlarki is presumably one of the consequences of her digging into Hell and releasing Etusurzu and all misery into the world.  Nuzilu- like all great Gods after- is not big on forgiveness.  So Idakilu gets really annoyed that she can't see her Qanalb, the jellyfish can't leave hell and the catfish can't dig into hell again, and so she swims up to the great sun-roost of Nuzilu and begs for one day to spend with her daughter.

			Nuzilu, seeing no harm in Idakilu's request and no harm in
			Qanalb, decided to grant the two great fish-gods one day
			together.  For that one day Mother and her six children swam
			through the oceans and rivers, the mud and the mire, all of 
			them singing joyous songs for they were together as a family.
			Qanalb, glad to be released from the cold grasp of Larlarki,
			painted the ocean floor with banthic vents and colorful reefs of
			poisonous tendrils.  Mountains of ice and mud were created, 
			the estuaries of the Amazon and Nile forged, at the end of this 
			one day all the waterways of the world had been made.  As 
			Sigudjkk the Time-tree marked the daysend, Nuzilu told Idakilu 
			to bring Qanalb back to the underworld where she belonged.  

	Guess what, sky-chicken?  The Catfish God doesn't want to send her daughter back to hell.  Nuzilu counters this by refusing to push the sun down, which dries the mud and starts to evaporate the oceans.  This throws everything off balance, and even Sigudjkk the Time-tree* gets confused and makes a thousand and twenty-four days pass.  By the end of this only a few pockets of water remain, and only because Idakilu has been digging nonstop.  Finally Idakilu looks up and sees that in the midst of the oceans drying up, Qanalb has been caught in the dry area and has died.  Idakilu asks Nuzilu to bring back the Mother-Jelly, but the request is denied because this could have been avoided etc., etc. bullshit God stuff.  And so Idakilu cries.  She cries and cries, and her children cry and cry, and eventually the oceans are filled with these tears and that's why the oceans are salt water.  It's also the origin of the Marianas Trench.  The jellyfish of Qanalb continue to roam the seas, and because all guardians of the oceans miss their sister that's why jellyfish exist everywhere.
	But even with all this defying of Nuzilu, Idakilu is still the one who gives us fresh water, and the one who gives us fertile land to grow crops, and mud to build houses.  Idakilu has even been building up the crust of the world to keep Etusurzu trapped in Larlarki, and every time the shadow-duck sends it's lamprey-like sinkhole-generating Ganzema to wreak havoc on the world it's Idakilu who comes to people's aide.  Idakilu also worked with the Moon-bee to create the tides, and her children all swim around and help with fishing and aquatic ecosystems.  There's also another group of Idakilu's children who take care of rivers, except that they may actually not be Idakilu's children just her friends?  Anyways, there are a lot of river gods, and Hedgegrove didn't even bother giving them names, and instead lists them as "Mississippi Guard" and "Nile Guard".  He doesn't even tell us what kind of animals they are.  The Mississippi one's probably a shrimp.  Nile... uh... crocodile? Crocodile sounds good.  The Rio Grande can be trout.  Like, maybe a trout that vomits rainbows?  That'd be cool.  Like a gross kind of cool.  Also Nuzilu, unlike other gods (looking at you, Zeus), is pretty good at realizing that she's been kind of a jerk to other Gods.  So some of Idakilu's negative points have been taken away, but then something happens either because Idakilu isn't paying attention, or Nuzilu makes a stupid request ("I want all of the ocean to be made out of light!" says Nuzilu, "No, that's impossible" says Idakilu, "Oh we'll see about that!" and a volcano happens), and eventually Idakilu's apocalypse number score goes back to zero.  But it's nice to know that there are Gods out there who just sort of exist, and it makes sense that it's the Giant Catfish that made the mountains and cried the oceans that's the main one who fits into this category.
